██GENERAL INFORMATION GROUP B:
SASHING & CORNER STONES
Ziploc Storage Bags: You will need (1) Bag to complete the
organization for the sashing and corner stones. Label the bag as
follows:
•

Bag #B1: Sashing T-Template Layout
Sheet 1, T-Template 2.

██SASHING, BAG #B1
►►Fabric B1
Step 1: Cut (2) 2-1/2” x 42” strips from Fabric B1. Use T-Template
2 and cross cut (20) 2-1/2” squares. One strip yields 16 pieces Place
these pieces into Bag #B1. If you are making a larger quilt, adjust
your cutting for the size you are making.

►►Preparing the Foundation Papers:
Step 1: Cut out the Sashing T-Template 1 Layout Sheets. [TP 385].
See the newsprint graphics for information on how to organize your
templates into bags. *Refer back to General Information for
Foundation Papers and templates for additional instructions on how
to prepare your foundation papers and templates.

►►(3) TP 385

►►Fabric B2
Step 2: Cut (2) 21” x 42” strips from Fabric B2, open and stack the
strips facing right-side-up. Position the Sashing T-Template Layout
Sheets on the top of your stack and cut (8) pieces large enough to
fit under each layout sheet. If you are making a larger quilt adjust
your cutting for the size you are making.

Bag #B1: Sashing T-Template 1

►►Sashing Fabric B1 & B2 Information:
The Unit Chart below includes yardage, fabric references, and a
space for a fabric swatch. We have also paired the Unit and
Template names up with the fabric reference #s. Below we have
added a Fabric Layout showing the location of each Fabric # on
the Foundation Unit.

Step 3: The fabric is cut between each layout sheet.

Sashing , Border/Binding
FABRIC #

YARDAGE
INCH

ASSIGNED
COLOR

Fabric B1
Sashing T-Template 2

1/4 yd
or 5”

FABRIC SWATCH

Fabric B2
Sashing T-Template 1

1-1/4 yd
or 42”

FABRIC SWATCH

Fabric B3
Border & Binding

2-5/8 yds
or 92”

FABRIC SWATCH

NOTE - Color Layout*:The Color Graphic Layout for the sashing and
corner stones is found on Page 9, at the bottom of column 2.
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Sewing the
Registration
Lines

Step 4: One T-Template Layout Sheets is pinned
onto the right-side of each fabric piece cut for each
template. Pinning the fabric and layout sheets will
make it a little easier to work
with. Sew the four registration
lines on each T-Template.

Step 5: After the registration
lines are sewn, remove the pins
and cut the strips on Cut Lines
1-3. Trim the ends on each strip
to fit the paper. The paper is
not removed until you are ready to Assemble your
quilt. At this time, the pieces are placed into Bag
#B1.
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Moroccan Courtyard

JNQ 00250P2

Quilt Size: 75” x 97”

NP 574 12 Pages
TP 385 3 Pages

Yardage Requirement for Cover Sample
FABRIC #

YARDAGE
INCH

ASSIGNED COLOR

Dark Sashing, Fabric A1:a
Accent (TLS) A2, & A3

2 yds
or 67-1/2”

Tonga B7900-Abyss

Light Sashing, Fabric A1:b
Accent (TLS) A2, & A3

2 yds
or 67-1/2”

Tonga B7900-Escape

(48) Strips,
Fabrics #S1-S4
Strip (TLS) A3

(48) 2-1/2” Strips or
One Package of (48) 2-1/2”
Quiltworx Strip Sets

Fabric B1
Corner Stones T-Template 2

1/4yd
or 5”

Tonga-B4012-Deep

Fabric B2
Sashing T-Template 1

1-1/4 yd
or 42”

Tonga-B7900-Air

Fabric B3
Border & Binding*

2-5/8 yds
or 92”

Tonga-B4004-Ocean

Backing

6 Yds

As Desired

Batting

3 Yds

Hobbs 80/20 Batting

►►One Package (48) Count
Quiltworx Strip Sets

Quiltworx 2-1/2” Strip collections include (6)
distinct groupings of (8) fabrics blending color,
texture and value. Strip #1 in each grouping is the
lightest color, then the colors change gradually
with Strip #8 as the darkest.

NOTE - *Binding: There is plenty of fabric left over from the Border fabric to cut
the binding. If you do not want to use the Border Fabric for your Binding, an extra
3/4 Yard of your preferred fabric will be required.

►►Quiltster Compatible
Many Quiltworx patterns are available in a software platform called Quiltster where you can open the layout
and pre-plan your quilt with currently available fabrics to see what it will look like before you purchase and
make your quilt! To determine in your pattern is in Quiltster, scan the QR Code below or visit the pattern
page on the Quiltworx.com website and look for the Quiltster Compatible Logo shown to the left. Click on
it to get go straight to the template in Quiltster. To get a subscription or learn more, visit Quiltster.com!

Visit us on:
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